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Agenda item 1 – Opening

1. The second ad hoc thematic meeting (and seventh meeting) of the UNAIDS Programme Coordinating Board was held at the Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi, India from 9 to 11 December 1998. The participants are listed in Annex 1.

2. In the absence of the Chairperson, Dr Michael Wooldridge (Australia), who was unable to attend, the Vice-Chairperson, Dr Juan Ramon de la Fuente (Mexico) took the chair on the first day. Dr Cathy Mead (Australia) chaired on the second day.

3. The provisional agenda (document UNAIDS/PCB(7)/98.1) was adopted (Annex 2). The topics for discussion focused on two main themes: development of a strategic framework for activities related to young people and HIV/AIDS; and migration and HIV/AIDS. The Board also reviewed the revised UNAIDS Monitoring and Evaluation Plan.

4. The representative of India described the current status of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in his country and outlined his Government's response to the many challenges it posed. The PCB commended the considerable progress made to date and welcomed the implementation of new strategies to prevent further rapid spread into the general population. This included action to decentralize programme planning to the state level, to develop mechanisms to ensure a smooth flow of funding, to integrate HIV/AIDS activities in local health services and to strengthen technical capacities. Broader participation across all public sectors and the involvement of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and people living with HIV/AIDS were being emphasized in an impressive and diverse array of activities. The need to provide better care and support for people living with HIV/AIDS, to eradicate stigmatization and discrimination, and to expand interventions aimed at vulnerable groups, such as young people and injecting drug users had also been recognized. Appropriate best practices publications would be useful in that regard. Interest was expressed in the work being undertaken to develop local drug therapies and to establish vaccine research.

5. The PCB commended the activities of the United Nations system in India being undertaken in support of national efforts to combat the epidemic. These were described by Dr Brenda McSweeney, United Nations Resident Coordinator in India, Professor Moegiadi, Director, UNESCO New Delhi and Chairperson of the United Nations Theme Group on HIV/AIDS in India, and Dr Gordon Alexander, Senior Country Programme Adviser, UNAIDS New Delhi. The PCB commended, in particular, the expansion of the Theme Group to include additional United Nations and bilateral partners, the progress in establishing the United Nations Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF) and support for a wide variety of targeted interventions by individual organizations in their particular area of competence.

6. In his address to the Board, the Minister of Health of India stressed his Government's awareness that despite more than a decade of HIV/AIDS prevention and control activities, the epidemic continued to spread throughout the country, with 3-5 million people currently infected. He emphasized the political commitment, from the Prime Minister downwards, to take urgent action, backed by substantial financial and technical resources. The recent successful immunization of 120 million children against poliomyelitis in a single day proved that India had the necessary capacity and resources to mount a nationwide campaign and gave cause for hope that, with the new decentralized
approach and with international support, successful HIV/AIDS prevention and control activities could be implemented across the country. It was of particular importance to reach young people and to change current attitudes that led to discrimination against people living with HIV/AIDS.

7. In his statement to the Board outlining recent developments (document UNAIDS/PCB(7)/98.2), Dr Peter Piot, Executive Director, UNAIDS said that there had been steady progress in building broader partnerships, strengthening strategic planning and establishing national HIV/AIDS programmes. However, the continued escalation in infections indicated that, although a great deal was known about prevention, there remained a serious gap between what could be done and what was actually being done. Greater efforts were required to give, especially to young people, the necessary information skills and services needed for self-protection, to counter socioeconomic conditions that left people little control over their exposure, to reach HIV-infected women and so prevent mother-to-child transmission, to provide basic care needs for the 33 million people living with HIV, and to develop potential vaccines. Nevertheless, the increased attention being given to questions related to HIV/AIDS by heads of state around the world indicated that UNAIDS’ global advocacy efforts were paying off and signalled growing political commitment to the fight against the epidemic. A global strategy, focusing on specific themes would advance common understanding in that regard.

8. The PCB expressed concern at the continued expansion of the epidemic, in particular in Africa and South Asia, and called for renewed efforts by UNAIDS, Cosponsors, national governments and donors. The proposed initiative for intensified activities in Africa, where many of the countries in greatest need were to be found, was therefore to be welcomed. Noting that a meeting of UNAIDS and the Cosponsors was planned in January 1999 to discuss potential contributions and a preliminary plan of action and budget, the Board requested the preparation of proposals for the initiative for consideration at its eighth meeting.

9. Regional and subregional activities were of great importance in tackling cross-border and common problems and the progress in that area in Latin America and the Caribbean was encouraging.

10. It was noted that planning for the preparation of an integrated workplan and budget for 2000-2001 was proceeding and that agreement had been reached on basic principles and common objectives. The Board hoped that information on HIV-related activities financed from the core budgets of the Cosponsors could be provided to the Board at its next meeting. A successful plan, closely linked to monitoring and evaluation activities, would provide a useful model for United Nations reform.

11. Further progress was needed to improve the performance of United Nations Theme Groups on HIV/AIDS: evaluations had shown that some 40% were now functioning effectively. It was suggested that in order to facilitate collaboration, consideration be given to rotating the chair of the Theme Groups in line with rotation in the CCO, i.e., when, as in the current year, the CCO was chaired by WHO, Theme Groups would also be chaired by the WHO Representative in countries.

12. Progress in the development of HIV vaccines remained slow. The Board therefore welcomed the establishment of a World Bank Task Force to investigate market mechanisms that would stimulate greater investment by the pharmaceutical industry and the public sector in that area.
Any vaccines developed would need to take into account the variability in the HIV virus, and questions of accessibility would need to be addressed. Further efforts were also needed to improve access to care and to therapy for opportunistic infections and antiretrovirals, which remained uneven.

13. Dr Daniel Tarantola, Senior Policy Adviser to the Director-General, WHO, speaking on behalf of Dr Gro Harlem Brundtland, Director-General, WHO and Chairperson of the Committee of Cosponsoring Organizations (CCO) recalled that, in her address to the CCO in November 1998, Dr Brundtland had emphasized the importance being given to cross-cutting HIV/AIDS prevention and control activities in the new structure of WHO, and her assurance that WHO would intensify its collaboration with UNAIDS and the other Cosponsors.

14. Speaking on behalf of the Cosponsors, he reported that, at its meeting in November 1998, the CCO had discussed the possible admission of UNDCP as a seventh Cosponsor, and had recommended that the process for admission be initiated. It had also been suggested that criteria for consideration of future applicants should be developed. The Committee had emphasized the need to develop close links between global HIV/AIDS strategies and the integrated workplan and budget, UNAFD and other processes for enhancing United Nations responses to health and social issues at international, regional and national levels. Preparation of the integrated workplan and budget for 2000-2001 would be a key activity in the coming year. In accordance with the schedule drawn up by UNAIDS, the Cosponsors would be providing information on their individual programmes by February 1999, although because of integrated approaches it was sometimes difficult to identify clearly the resources being devoted specifically to HIV/AIDS activities. The CCO had reviewed and endorsed the revised UNAIDS Monitoring and Evaluation Plan to be considered by the PCB under agenda item 4. Additional matters discussed had included a UNAIDS report on the use of the 1996-1997 Coordinated Appeal, input to the present meeting and follow-up of recommendations arising from the 1998 UNAIDS Cosponsor Retreat relating to unified policy development, more effective multisectoral activity, improving the Cosponsors' ability to respond to the epidemic, and the possibility of launching an initiative for intensified HIV/AIDS activities in Africa. The CCO would consider proposals in some of those areas at its next meeting in Geneva in April 1999.

15. The Board welcomed the interest expressed by UNDCP in becoming a Cosponsor of UNAIDS and supported the CCO's call for development of criteria for future potential applicants. Assurance was given that the current approach of the UNAIDS Secretariat and Cosponsors to certain drug-related matters, in particular addressing both harm reduction and demand reduction, would be maintained.

16. Mr Luis Gauthier, Coordinator, Education on and prevention of HIV/AIDS, Centre for Studies on Sexuality, Santiago, Chile and the NGO representative for Latin America and the Caribbean on the PCB, addressed the Board on behalf of the representatives of NGOs/people living with HIV/AIDS. He reported that continuing denial of the epidemic, ongoing economic, political and health crises as well as the political instability in many countries in the region often lead to lack of strategic planning to respond to the epidemic. In spite of these difficulties, important progress was taking place. Community initiatives by nongovernmental organizations and associations of People Living with AIDS are pressuring governments through the legal systems to increase access to adequate treatment of HIV. A recent conference of the Horizontal Technical Cooperation Group facilitated by UNAIDS illustrates the ongoing efforts to strengthen coordination
between government authorities and civil society.

17. Mr Gauthier stressed the importance of documenting best practices, monitoring and evaluating appropriate responses to HIV/AIDS, and linking HIV/AIDS and human rights. He also emphasized that countries and communities facing situations of crises need financial and other support. Prevention activities should involve key decision-makers and an emphasis should be on the most vulnerable segments of the population. Efforts to obtain better pricing and access to drugs, as well as basic health services, and HIV vaccine development are priorities for the future.

**Agenda item 2 - Optional field visits**

18. The Board expressed appreciation for the field visits arranged by the Government of India which had provided members with a useful opportunity to see a variety of project activities at first hand. The visit to Calcutta had focused on three projects, an STD/HIV Intervention Programme, for sex workers, the West Bengal Sexual Health Project which had set up a telephone hot-line and was working with street children, and a needle exchange project being run by Calcutta Samaritans. The trip to Chennai organized by the Tamil Nadu State AIDS Control Society, had included visits to a tuberculosis hospital, where one-third of patients are co-infected with HIV, and to a project for sex workers run by the Madras Christian Council Social Services. In addition, a meeting had been arranged with NGOs collaborating with the State AIDS Control Society at which presentations on various other local activities were made. For the third field visit, three teams of participants joined an extensive programme organized by the Maharashtra State AIDS Control Society, visiting a number of projects in a hospital, for sex workers, and for youth groups and orphans. Participants in all the visits were impressed by the enthusiasm and dedication of the many people involved and by the results being achieved. Careful follow-up would be needed to secure sustainability of such projects and to ensure that the experience gained was used to expand and replicate successful activities.

**Agenda item 3 - Young people and HIV/AIDS: strategic framework**

19. Dr Purnima Mane, Chief, Office of the Executive Director, UNAIDS presented seven strategic actions proposed for inclusion in a global strategy for young people and HIV/AIDS (document UNAIDS/PCB(7)/98.3). The actions were aimed at providing a safe environment for young people, the information and skills for healthy development and responsible adulthood, access to affordable, accessible and confidential services, including HIV/STD services, and participation in the development of policies and programmes affecting their lives. Young people between the ages of 10 and 24 years were disproportionately affected by HIV/AIDS. However, evidence from a number of countries indicated that they also had a high propensity to adopt safer behaviours. Thus even a relatively small reduction of risk in that age group could have a significant impact on overall infection rates. It was envisaged that the strategy would be established and implemented by all major partners - governments, NGOs and the organizations of the United Nations system - working in collaboration. Operational goals had been set out for each of the seven actions. In addition to targeting young people directly, the actions were also aimed at mobilizing parents and other adults, teachers, policy-makers, the media and religious and cultural organizations to provide support and advocate on their behalf.

20. The Board endorsed the proposals as a first step in developing a global strategic framework.
with a positive rights-based approach. Cooperation at all levels would be crucial to their speedy translation into concrete action, and the roles and responsibilities of the parties concerned should therefore be more clearly defined. Further elaboration of the operational goals and indicators was needed, taking into account differences at the country level, and monitoring and evaluation components should be added. It was also important to listen to young people and to encourage their participation in the process by strengthening their own capacities, for example, to evaluate projects and mobilize their own resources. The United Nations Special Rapporteur on Education might have a useful role to play in regard to educational programmes. However, it was also important to reach young people who were outside formal education systems. The collection of appropriate data disaggregated by age and sex was needed to define priorities and establish baseline values.

21. The proposals formed the basis of further extensive discussions in five working groups. The recommendations arising from the working groups for the further development, promotion and content of the strategy were discussed and revised in plenary and are set out in Annex 3 and its Attachment 1. The Board requested that a draft strategy should be submitted for its consideration within one year.

Agenda item 4 - UNAIDS Monitoring and Evaluation Plan

22. In response to the request made by the PCB at its sixth meeting, Dr Bernhard Schwartländer, Team Leader, Epidemiology, Monitoring and Evaluation Team, Office of the Executive Director, UNAIDS presented a revised proposal for a UNAIDS Monitoring and Evaluation Plan (document UNAIDS/PCB(7)/98.4). The four-stage framework of the original proposal, comprising outputs, intermediate outcomes, outcomes and impact had been developed further to take into account the recommendations of the PCB at its sixth meeting, and bearing in mind two basic principles, the need for flexibility to permit response to the rapidly changing epidemic and the need for a strong partnership approach to monitoring and evaluation. Additional human and financial resources had been allocated within the UNAIDS Secretariat to work on the Plan, and valuable advice had been received from the Monitoring and Evaluation Reference Group, which had held its first meeting in September 1998.

23. Progress had been made in formulating objectives, indicators and processes for monitoring and evaluation at each of the four levels of the Plan and in developing existing and new tools, for example: a framework for developing indicators at the impact level; the AIDS programme effort index to measure programme efforts related to the specific context at the outcome level; country profiles and roles and responsibility matrices to define roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders in monitoring and evaluation and to ensure integrated workplans at the intermediate outcome level; and a UNAIDS performance monitoring and evaluation framework at the output level. A start had been made in establishing collaborating centres and resource networks, with emphasis on centres in developing countries. There had been substantial progress in implementing monitoring and evaluation activities at the different levels of the Plan, as set out in Annex 1, document UNAIDS/PCB(7)/98.4. Further significant developments were expected over the coming six months as implementation expanded and the Plan was refined.

24. The Board endorsed the approach and priorities set out in the revised Plan which represented a substantial advance. The Plan now provided a better basis for monitoring and
evaluation in a multi-partner collaboration, which should enhance accountability.

25. Activities to improve the definition of the roles and responsibilities of all parties involved in monitoring and evaluation were welcomed. The Secretariat would need to work closely with the Cosponsors to coordinate internal, external and collective monitoring and evaluation; the proposed development of a framework for elaborating common approaches was therefore welcomed. Integrated workplans, with monitoring and evaluation components, at global, regional and country levels would also be of considerable importance. Efforts to develop those plans should be accelerated. In particular, the PCB recommended that the CCO should monitor progress towards the completion of United Nations system integrated workplans operated through the Theme Groups in all countries by the year 2000, and requested regular progress reports in that regard. The proposed use of a modified rapid assessment approach to monitor Cosponsor interactions would also be useful. Close links with UNDAF would be crucial to the consideration of the impact of HIV/AIDS on development.

26. Advocacy within the governing bodies of the Cosponsors for the strengthening of internal monitoring and evaluation of HIV/AIDS-related programmes, including clearer identification of the level of resources allocated, should be encouraged. PCB members could play an important role in that regard.

27. The Board recognized the difficulties in tracking financial resources devoted to HIV/AIDS activities at the national, regional and global levels but expressed the hope that mechanisms for doing so could be improved.

28. Further efforts were needed to develop and refine indicators at all four levels of the plan, emphasizing impact and outcome levels in the first instance, and taking into account the need to reflect socioeconomic development, capacity-strengthening, gender differences, impact on young people and the efficiency and quality as well as the quantity of activities. Improved collection of appropriate data, disaggregated by age and sex, would be needed, and countries should be encouraged to intensify data-gathering and ensure regular reporting. The Board hoped that a set of core indicators for each level would be available for its consideration in the near future, although it recognized that there would be a continuous need to adapt indicators in the light of experience in their use.

29. The PCB recommended accelerated implementation and refinement of the Plan, and requested that it be kept regularly informed of progress through the reports made to the Board by the Executive Director.

**Agenda item 5 - Migration and HIV/AIDS**

30. Introducing the background paper on migration and HIV/AIDS (document UNAIDS/PCB(7)/98.5), Dr Awa Coll-Seck, Director, Department of Policy, Strategy and Research, UNAIDS said that every year an estimated 100 million people were on the move worldwide as voluntary migrants within or across borders, with an additional 30 million refugees or internally displaced persons. Evidence indicated that infections with HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases were likely to spread more rapidly as populations become more mobile. Factors affecting the vulnerability of migrants and refugees to HIV/STD infection included
demographic profile, socioeconomic conditions - including, working and living conditions, levels of assimilation and acceptance by the local population, and accessibility of health and social services - legal status and literacy, and educational levels. It was clear that action-oriented research was needed to fill the existing major gaps in the information needed to make appropriate policy decisions and ensure effective planning and implementation of interventions. UNAIDS, the cosponsors and other United Nations agencies were becoming increasingly involved in advocating and supporting collaboration at all levels to improve the response to HIV/AIDS-related problems in this area, and a number of important projects were already under way.

31. The PCB welcomed the efforts made by the Secretariat to bring together existing information on migration and HIV/AIDS, and recommended that the work should be continued and expanded to include greater use of published studies and data from other United Nations organizations, governments, nongovernmental organizations and expert groups. Technical and financial support would be needed to assist countries in the mapping of movements of people.

32. In planning future policies and interventions, it would be important to define the terms used carefully and to distinguish the different characteristics and needs of migrants, refugees and displaced persons.

33. Greater cooperation at the global, regional and national level was needed to tackle the problems of migrants and refugees. UNAIDS should advocate for greater commitment in that regard, emphasizing the need for respect for human rights, and a more positive attitude to the contributions immigrants could make to recipient countries. Coordination of existing structures within the UNAIDS Cosponsors and other organizations of the United Nations system, such as UNHCR, IOM, ILO and FAO, for dealing with migrants and refugees was also essential, with a clear identification of comparative advantages. Research was needed to enhance the capacity to anticipate and act in advance of large population movements.

34. The Board recognized the difficulty in designing services to reach migrants and refugees. However, practical and non-discriminatory solutions were needed, with integration of HIV/AIDS services into overall health services.

35. Migration frequently led to the breakdown of social and cultural networks, which in turn threatened responsible behaviours. Emphasis should therefore be given to family unification. Moreover, countries should examine patterns of migrant labour to see how they might be restructured to avoid the break-up of families, and appropriate interventions should be targeted at both the sources of migrant labour and in the workplace.

36. The PCB expressed appreciation for the opportunity to discuss the problems relating to migration and HIV/AIDS, which affected many millions of people across the world, and urged UNAIDS, the Cosponsors and other relevant parties to continue their efforts in that area and to keep the Board informed of progress.

**Agenda item 6 - Next PCB meeting**

37. The PCB agreed that its eighth meeting, the regular annual session, should be held in Geneva from 28 to 29 June 1999.
Agenda item 7 - Other business

38. It was suggested that future meetings of the PCB, regular or ad hoc thematic, may wish to consider for the agenda, the issues of conflict and HIV/AIDS, resource mobilization and the introduction of HIV/AIDS activities across all major programmes ("mainstreaming") at the global, regional and country level.

39. Dr Ingrid Laux, Director, Medical Services Division, United Nations, reported on the response of the United Nations Secretariat to the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Dr Laux stressed the importance attached by the United Nations Secretariat to the activities of UNAIDS and the United Nations Theme Groups on HIV/AIDS and outlined the action taken by various United Nations bodies in furthering that work. The Secretary-General played an important advocacy role during his travels, in his discussions with world leaders and in his reports to the General Assembly. The Department of Economic and Social Affairs continued to undertake research on the socioeconomic and demographic implications of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, and included analyses of the results in its reports. In its Revision of world population estimates and corrections, the Population Division had included information showing the devastating effects of mortality from AIDS on life expectancy and population growth rates in a number of countries. The Division was also planning a study of the impact of the epidemic on development. The Department of Public Information had played an important role in activities for World AIDS Day. At its fourteenth meeting in May 1998, the Inter-Agency Advisory Group on AIDS (IAAG) had considered questions related to HIV/AIDS in the United Nations workplace and HIV/AIDS in emergencies and peace-keeping operations. It had noted considerable progress in both areas.

40. The Board was informed by the representative of France of progress in establishing the International Therapeutic Solidarity Fund, an initiative launched by France in 1997 to secure additional funding for specific projects to improve access to treatment and care for people with HIV/AIDS. Negotiations with interested partners were continuing, mindful of the need to respect the priorities and approaches of UNAIDS and the Cosponsors and to avoid duplication of effort. An international committee had been established to consider potential projects; a number had been selected and the first would begin at the end of 1998. France had allocated F.fr. 25 million to support activities, and negotiations with other potential donors were under way.

Agenda item 8 - Adoption of decisions, recommendations and conclusions

41. The decisions, recommendations and conclusions of the second ad hoc thematic (and eighth) meeting of the PCB, which were prepared by a drafting group established at the start of the meeting and which were discussed and adopted prior to the closure on 11 December 1998, are set out in Annex 3.
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Agenda

**Wednesday 9 December (afternoon session)**

- Briefing on the response by the Government of India to HIV/AIDS and the support from the UN System

**Thursday 10 December**

1. Opening

   1.1 Opening of the meeting and adoption of provisional agenda
   1.2 Report by the Executive Director
   1.3 Report by the Chairperson of the Committee of Cosponsoring Organizations
   1.4 Report by the NGO representative

2. Debriefing of optional field visits


**Friday 11 December**

4. UNAIDS Monitoring and Evaluation Plan
   (Revised: October 1998)

5. Migration and HIV/AIDS

6. Next PCB meeting

7. Other business

8. Adoption of decisions, recommendations and conclusions
Annex 3
Decisions, Recommendations and Conclusions

1. The PCB recorded its thanks to the Government of India for its excellent support to the meeting, and particularly for the field visits.

The Indian Response

2. The PCB also appreciated the energy, innovation and political commitment of the Government of India in addressing the epidemic in India.

   In addition, the PCB welcomed:

   • the Government of India plans for more decentralized and participatory programme planning, particularly at state level;
   • the development of Technical Resource Groups to strengthen the technical base at national and state level;
   • the development of new technical collaboration approaches with UN and bilateral agencies, including the development of appropriate funding mechanisms;
   • the interest of the Government of India in vaccine development.

Agenda Item 1: Report of the Executive Director

3. The PCB welcomed the report of the Executive Director and noted with concern the escalation of the epidemic. It urged the UNAIDS Cosponsors and Secretariat, national governments and donor agencies to intensify efforts aimed at addressing the problem in a holistic manner, including advocacy, prevention, improving access to care and therapy, vaccine and other research.

4. The PCB welcomed the announcement that UNDCP has indicated its interest in becoming a Cosponsor. It is recommended that UNAIDS Secretariat and its Cosponsors develop criteria for cosponsorship. The PCB noted that the UNAIDS Secretariat and Cosponsors’ approach to drug issues, including work on harm reduction and demand reduction, would remain.

5. The PCB welcomed the initiation of a partnership for intensified action on HIV/AIDS in Africa. It emphasized the importance of participation by all key players and requested a proposal describing the initiative from the UNAIDS Secretariat and Cosponsors at the next PCB.

Agenda Item 3: Young people and HIV/AIDS: Strategic framework
6. The PCB welcomed the development of a global strategic framework, including the seven priority action areas described. The PCB further emphasized that the strategy development process needs to involve the participation of governments, young people, civil society, including religious and cultural organizations, with the goal of increasing participation and commitment of all stakeholders.

7. **Strategy Preparation**

7.1 The PCB requests the UNAIDS Secretariat, working in partnership with the Cosponsors, to further develop the strategic framework.

7.2 The development of the strategy should be undertaken in consultation with relevant parts of the UN system, in particular the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and the Committee of the Rights of the Child (CRC) to help ensure a rights based approach.

7.3 The PCB requested a broad strategy to be supported by a more detailed description of more targeted efforts, based on age and other determinants of vulnerability including disability.

7.4 The PCB and its members have different and important roles in the strategic development process:

- country level consultations with young people should be carried out through the Theme Groups and other appropriate consultative mechanisms, in particular in countries of PCB members (with a view to reporting back to the next PCB meeting);

- the collection of background information and the preparation of the working draft should be undertaken by the Cosponsors and the Secretariat.

7.5 The strategy development should be completed and reported to the PCB within one year.

7.6 The development of indicators should occur simultaneously with that of the strategy.

**Strategy promotion**

8. As a powerful advocacy tool, the strategy should be presented to the governing boards of the Cosponsors and other relevant UN agencies. Members have a responsibility to advocate within these governing boards for appropriate action.

**Strategy Content**

9. The points in attachment 1 were recommended by the PCB working groups to be taken into consideration in the development of the strategy paper.

**Agenda Item 4: UNAIDS Monitoring and Evaluation Plan**

10. The PCB endorsed the approach and priorities described within the Monitoring and Evaluation Plan (UNAIDS/PCB(7)/98.4), welcoming the emphasis within the plan on the further
elaboration of the specific roles and responsibilities of the Secretariat and the Cosponsors. The PCB further urged the Secretariat and the Cosponsors to accelerate the implementation of the plan, including initiating global monitoring at each of the four levels of the logical framework, using the best available indicators.

11. The PCB requested that the Secretariat and Cosponsors continue to collaborate in the further development of the plan, taking into consideration the need for:

- further distinction of those efforts focussed on the monitoring and evaluation of the global response to HIV/AIDS from that of the performance of the UNAIDS Cosponsors and Secretariat;

- closer linkage with the UN Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF) including attention to the relationships between HIV/AIDS and development policy and programme efforts;

- further development of core indicators at each level of the logical framework;

- social indicators which enable a better understanding of the disparities within communities;

- greater emphasis on a gender and young people perspective with attention to the disaggregation of data by age and sex; and

- further development of mechanisms to monitor HIV/AIDS related programmes financing at national, regional and global levels.

12. The PCB requested an intensification of current efforts to develop the UN System Integrated Workplan and Budget for the 2000-2001 biennium at the global and regional levels in order to further define the responsibilities of the UNAIDS Cosponsors and Secretariat, including their monitoring and evaluation responsibilities.

13. The PCB noted with appreciation the decision of the CCO to complete UN System Integrated Workplans in all countries through the Theme Group Mechanism by the year 2000. The PCB requested that the CCO directly monitor progress in completing these workplans and to regularly report to the PCB on this key benchmark of interagency collaboration at country level.

14. The PCB encouraged its Members to raise within the governing boards of the Cosponsors the need for further commitment to their individual and collective responsibilities in the response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic, emphasizing the clarification of roles and responsibilities required to improve accountability for programme performance and implementation.

15. The PCB encouraged the Cosponsors to strengthen the internal monitoring and evaluation of their HIV/AIDS related programmes. The PCB further requested the Secretariat to work closely with the Cosponsors to coordinate their internal, external and joint monitoring and evaluation efforts on HIV/AIDS, emphasizing a common framework, formats and indicators.

16. The PCB encouraged national governments to strengthen their monitoring and evaluation efforts and to intensify collaboration with the UNAIDS Cosponsors and Secretariat in reporting
regularly on the status and response to the global epidemic.

17. The PCB requested that the Secretariat report annually on progress made in the further development and implementation of the Monitoring and Evaluation Plan as a part of the Executive Director's Report to the PCB.

**Agenda Item 5: Migration and HIV/AIDS**

18. The PCB welcomed the background paper and reaffirmed their strong interest in the thematic area of Migration and HIV/AIDS. It recommends:

18.1 That future work should emphasize the importance of protecting the rights of migrants (to work, to health, to other social services, non-discrimination and so forth) and their needs, in its response to the problem of HIV among migrant groups.

18.2 That the UNAIDS Secretariat documents and draws on experience from expert bodies (including governments and other bodies) to inform its ongoing work.

18.3 That the UNAIDS Secretariat and Cosponsors identify their comparative advantages and that of other UN bodies in taking forward work on migration and AIDS.

18.4 That the regional dimension of migration and HIV/AIDS is included in subsequent work, in addition to other country-level work.

**Agenda Item 6: Next PCB Meeting**

19. The PCB recommended that its next meeting take place on 28 and 29 June 1999 in Geneva.